Enhancement of EEG spikes and hyperpolarizations of pyramidal cells in the kindled hippocampus of the rabbit.
EEG spikes and their intracellular correlates were studied in both normal and kindled hippocampi (i.e., the hippocampi subjected to daily electrical stimulation) of rabbits. Many of the EEG spikes observed were referred to as inhibitory EEG spikes, because their intracellular correlates were hyperpolarizations of pyramidal cells. In most cases, these hyperpolarizations occurred without any preceding spikes, but could be led by a single spike. They were, however, never preceded by a spike burst. Inhibitory EEG spikes occurred in both normal and kindled hippocampi. In both cases, they not only appeared spontaneously, but were also induced by brain stem stimulation. Regardless of whether they appeared spontaneously or were induced by stimulation, the inhibitory EEG spikes and the corresponding hyperpolarizations were much larger in magnitude in the kindled than in the normal hippocampus. Consequently, it was concluded that enhancement of inhibition was one of the features of the kindled hippocampus.